-i ajbiya, "a prayer book for the Copts," S a) nI (pl.), "hours." .i follows 4Lj, which is a broken plural in Arabic whose singular is J,i, such as ,', raghif-arghifa, "loaf of bread." The Coptic apparently was borrowed into the nearest Arabic broken plural pattern.
JT, 'dl, "a game of pebbles (Sobhy)," B a&, "pebble." 4.ij 'amandi, "hell," dahya twadik(i) I'amandi (Sobhy), "May a tragedy take you to hell"; BF a?rt^1-, SA art-rC, "hades" or literally "the western place." Egyptian Arabic amandi is not frequent in Egypt; L.-l e-gahannam(i) Igharb, "the hell of the West," is very common and possibly a literal translation of the original meaning of aAr{T-. The voicing of t in 6-Ji is quite normal after a voiced obstruent such as n.
J.i amnut, "sexton (Vycichl)," SBAF AMIOr'T, "porter, doorkeeper." The hamza in Arabic is prosthetic. Lj; anba, "title for Coptic priests," B a&a. S ana (from Aramaic). The phonetic change is most likely caused by partial dissimilation which developed this way: 'abba > 'amba > 'anba. However, Damba is also used. It is possible to attribute .lA to Aramaic abba, "father," or any other Semitic language cognate, but since it is used only with Coptic priests, it is most probable that it was borrowed from Coptic. JIL bdg, "the portion of the field left for cultivating clover or beans," possibly from S rnooa, noK, naKx, "fragment." The change in meaning involves specialization, but the sound changes are normal. ,J. baglula, "bubble," SB neK~RX&w . with the article "pitcher" or "jar." Possibly the relationship in meaning is due to the air bubbles caused when a pitcher is filled with water. The Coptic was borrowed as a collective noun whose singular -IL. refers to one of the kind, such as . shajar, "trees," and ;sh shajara, "one tree." v. barsim, "clover or alfalfa," SB f pc-I&, "clover." The Arabic vocalization followed the pattern with a quadriliteral root, such as a..^ 'afrit, "devil." j..,. basharosh, "flamingo" (Spiro), S rtT-op?p pcfw , "the thing which is red," made up of nT.T, "that which (is)," and -rTpYJpwJ, "red." Worrell suggests that basharosh developed from *bashsharosh < *badsharosh < *badrashrosh < *badtrashrosh < nTr-opjppWoWi.3 U. bikh, "a word used by children when they try to frighten each other," B nrS, "the demon." 4.. birba, "site of a ruined temple," S nrpn?, "the temple," which is prt1 with the definite article n((). oLj bisdra, "cooked beans," possibly from *rticCap a compound of ntC. (construct form of rnic), "to cook," and apw, "beans." The Arabic followed a regular 4Jl pattern such as ?.uj, riwdya, "story." 1; rdy, "a kind of fish," SB pKI, "a fish, alestes dentes" (Crum).
A..; rita (also pronounced rita), "a plant, sapindus," B pITa, "a plant, flower of laurus nobilis."
.t' samit, "special bread made of fine flour," SB cal'T, "fine flour." The more common Arabic form (also Persian) a samid, "white bread," appears to be a borrowing from Syriac samidd (itself from Akkadian samidu). Since the word is Semitic, Greek aoE-/LaALs is a borrowing, as is perhaps Latin simila. The Egyptian Arabic form samit must, because of the t, be from the Coptic, which in turn is a loan from some Semitic source.
8" sds, "oakum," S CaaC?, "tow." The Arabic form is the colloquial of the classical J' pattern of a media-hamza root; the hamza is lost and the preceding vowel lengthens, cf. Jli fa'l, "omen," which becomes in colloquial JL fdl. .shilba, "a kind of fish," S &3&oov, "fish, silurus mystus" (Crum). Sometimes Coptic i is borrowed as . such as mchpo, which appears in Arabic as 8I shubra, "a place name." ..' tuba, "a brick," S Trw&^. This is a normal change, since Coptic o is usually borrowed in Arabic as u. The Arabic form with the article is the source of English (from Spanish) "adobe" < at-tuba. l:' turya, "axe," SA ropJ, "spade" or "pick." The word is normal except that it languages, but these cannot be considered an origin for Egyptian Arabic L .. weba
